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Pokitter T6 MAX 1080P Projector with WiFi and Bluetooth

Specifications

Brand Name: Pokitter
Resolution: Native 1920×1080, support 3840 x 2160
System Android:0
Brightness: 550 ANSI Lumens
Projection Size: 40”-250”
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Projection Distance: 5ft ~ 26.7ft
Zoom Function: 50% ~ 100%
Contrast Ratio: 5000:1
Remote Control: Bluetooth Voice
Speakers: 2 x 5W
Lamp Life: 20000 Hours
Power Consumption: 100W
Memory: 2 GB RAM; 16 GB ROM
Focus: Auto Focus
Keystone Correction: 4D / Auto Keystone Correction in Vertical ±40°
Mira cast:4G + 5G Wi-Fi / Bluetooth 5.0
Dimensions: 3 lb. / 9.8 x 10.0 x 9.4 inches

What’s in the box?

1080p Movie Projector
Remote
User Manual
Adapter

Descriptions

With Android TV 9.0 support, the Pokitter projector offers Endless Entertainment. Its crisp 1080p resolution is
sufficient for creating a home theatre with quick auto focus that operates without latency up to 40 percent on both the
horizontal and vertical axes. Intelligent Screen Adaption Technology makes it user-friendly with a 40° auto keystone
correction in the vertical and auto focus. Built-in 10W HI-FI speakers produce surround sound that rivals that of a
movie theatre and you won’t need to purchase pricey speakers for audio. The Pokitter T6 max projector is not like
other projectors you might be familiar with.

Features

HDR 10 Visual Quality

With the help of HDR 10 technology, the T6 Max projector can produce stunning images with the optimum level of
contrast in both bright and dim lighting conditions. Any time of day, take in all the crisp, clear detail of your favorite
sports or movies.

Easily Stream Your Content



You can use a T6 Max projector to display your preferred apps, games, and information from your mobile device.

Big-Screen Entertainment

With our T6 Max projector, you may enjoy a screen size range of 40–250″ and an excellent home theatre experience
by positioning it within 4.5–26.6 feet of the projected area.

Auto Focus



The T6 Max movie projector has auto focus to provide convenience and provide you with a superb watching
experience.

4D Keystone Correction



Adjusts the image +40° vertically using automatic keystone correction, which has a lightning-fast setup and is
incredibly simple to use.

Dustproof Sealed Design

When it comes to projectors in general, dust is a poisonous toxin. At first hardly noticeable, dust gradually infiltrates,
gathers inside, overheats, and contaminates your optical engine. Eventually, definition becomes hazy, and color and
projection quality deteriorate. In order to guarantee a substantially longer projected lifetime without any color fading,
the projector uses a sealed optical engine construction.

FAQ’s

What is the best way to reflect your device to the projector?

Through Bluetooth or Wi-Fi, you may mirror your device to this projector.

Can the projection travel up and down without moving the projector? Or does it simply project in a straight
line?

You can alter it anyway you wish, but keep in mind that doing so actually lowers the quality of the image displayed on
the LCD matrix. Therefore, the optimum quality is achieved when the projector is in the center of the screen and
needs no modification. However, even with 45-degree modifications, you only lose 35% of the quality since 1.4 pixels
become 1 pixels, reducing the quality of a 1080p image to that of a 720p image (which is not bad at all, thinking that
your adjustments are made for projector that sitting somewhere in very bad location)

Can batteries be used with this?

Actually, the projector comes packed with a power adapter. Given that this projector uses 100W of power, we advise
using it for home entertainment. If necessary, you may also take it camping with a power source.

Does the original cable have polarization or not?

Non-polarized

When I click each letter with the mouse, it appears twice?

For me, no! While using the on-screen keyboard, you can also turn off mouse mode. I only accidentally typed an
extra letter once while logging into my Play Market account, therefore I’d advice turning on “view password” to
prevent account locking as a result of repeated incorrect attempts.

What sort of processor is that?

I don’t know the type of CPU, but I can tell you that the 1080p H.265 video stream gets decoded quickly.

Is this product has a Bluetooth?

It supports Bluetooth, and I’ve linked my speakers to it. It has the advantage of connecting to speakers quickly after
powering on, with no latency and no additional speaker noises while viewing movies (the old projector would
constantly “click” or “tick” every 30 to 45 seconds).



Do you now have access to all of the streaming apps on your phone, or only a select few?

Yes, you may stream your apps effortlessly; there are no lagging issues.

Is it compatible with Alexa?

Actually this projector is not compatible with Alexa.

How about power point presentations?

You will need a dark room though, so yes.

Has audio been put in and taken out? How can I attach speakers to the projector if I have my computer
connected?

Two hardware interfaces with AV and 3.5mm audio are available. Another speaker can be connected to the projector
using Bluetooth if the computer and projector are connected via HDMI.

Does it fit on the roof?

Actually, the bottom of this projector has a normal 0.25″ screw hole that supports a mounting bracket.

Is it a Xiaomi item?

It is a xiaomi eco chain product, and the model is called the wanbo t2 max.
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